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Pursuant to our discussion this morning, we have looked at the potential of initiating
additional 205 activity for the Steam Operations prior to 206; however, we do not see
this as a viable alternative to our present plans of issuing notices next week.

We believe initiating 205 first would create a greater potential of double moves, as it is
likely some would be placed via 205 and then subsequently displaced via 206. There is
also uncertainty as to how many people would actually be removed from the 206
process by filling the vacancies first, but we do know it would cause a further delay and
thus greater a,,!~ie!YJQr:those who wjll remain in 206 We believe that our present plan
provides the -greatest number of options for those being displaced and will bring closure
to the uncertainty in a more timely manner. ----. - ••

David J. Bergman
Director and Chief Negotiator
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Hearing ESBU's position regarding their desire to commence with Title 206
immediately, I will respond to you on 95-36 on Friday while we are both in
San Luis Obispo. Please let me know if this is a problem.

Also, nothwithstanding Union's objection to ESBU desire to commence such
Title 206 activity when we are faced with more vacancies at PG&E that
positions ESBU wishes to eliminate, please keep Union informed of Company's
Title 206 time table and please forward updated Lists "A and B" as they
become available.

Appreciate your understanding,
thanks,
Darrel Mitchell


